We’re IT
“The transcendental object - at the end of time - is as
much here now as it will be then.” - Terence McKenna

That which did not need to be created, is unborn and deathless. This source of immortal
life is not a thing. It cannot be divided against its ‘Self (anatta)’- as there is no Thing to divide.
‘It’ (alone) is invariant, indivisibly localizing the nonlocal whole at every dimensionless pointcentered process (simultaneously), while re-uniting and re-creating the whole of creation, by
witnessing ‘it’ all - like a mirror receives and reflects faithfully and flawlessly without reacting
(choicelessly) with no image or imagination of its own.
We are (in part) form-based facets of this witnessing, re-creating
creation in incomparably unique (yet always) interrelated ways.

To be free of identification, attachment, resistance (suﬀering) and ego-centric ‘insanity’both individually and indivisibly, as a species on this planet - we are inevitably realizing there is
no-other-choice but to be nobody going no ‘where’ in particular while being any-one, everything and some-one - going every ‘where’ forever - timelessly - as a mirror-like receptive/
reflective ‘awakening form of awareness’ - being-and-becoming conscious. We are unlearning
our habits in order to re-learn the singular nature of this ‘awakeness’, so we (can) intimately
share - individually and indivisibly together - the truth that has always promised to set us free.
In this sense, we cannot escape ‘the fact' that we are all gods and goddesses sharing the
re-creation of creation - in incomparably unique ways - as ‘oneder' full innocent/insensitive
children, challenged - on purpose - by sentient life; as pivotal parts of its awakening; to
populate this cosmos through perceptual activity; evolving and growing more intelligent telesomatically (as “awareness is pure intelligence” - Eckhart Tolle) via our combined sensitivity.
The "beginning" is ‘an eternal now - an eternal flame’, localizing the nonlocal whole,
as ‘it’ re-generates and re-presents all-there-is to its selves/Self and no-Self (anatta).

The divinity of love is an undivided awakeness, an instantaneous communion sustained
through the unity of every dimensionless geometric point-centered process, atom, molecule,
cell, embodied sensation, heartfelt feeling, mind-made insight, and idea. This is ‘how and why’
the truth-of-love frees us & “the world goes round”, floating this Earth - as if it were weightless.
Gravity is the ‘surge’ of a dimensionless Void, re-uniting every point. Electromagnetism is
the everlasting ‘urge’ of this same single field of forces - stretched between an infinite number
of (0D) points - re-forming and communicating what is (radiantly) being received at every point.
Throughout all of clock-time and unbounded space, every process-centered-point of
present-moment observation results in a spatiotemporal snapshot ('Selfie') of an indivisible
infinity - adding to the mass, energy, and spatiotemporal extension of all minds and bodies.
We are eﬀortlessly re-visiting and re-creating all that was, all that is, and ever will be.
Every one of us is driving ‘the’ exponential rate of this ever-accelerating-expansion.
As a force of Nature,
we’re formed into Spirited Beings - to re-invent our ‘selves’ in ever more optimal ways to mirror-back the beauty we are bathing in - in “a pathless land”- to make love happen.

